
 

Eyebrow Service List    
   

Brow Bar Price Duration 

Eyebrow Trimming & Shaping with Tweezers  €       10  10 mins 

Eyebrow Tint     €       10   

 
10 mins  

An eyebrow tint lasts for a maximum of one week depending on skin type.  

Henna Eyebrow Tint  €       18  20 mins 
A henna eyebrow tint lasts much longer than a regular eyebrow tint.  The henna color can stay on the surface 
of the skin for between 3 to 5 weeks depending on the skin type.  

Eyebrow Lamination with Tint & Shaping   €      45  45 mins 
This involves straightening and lifting your natural brow hairs to your desired shape, therefore covering any 
gaps or stray hairs, using a solution to keep the hairs in place.  A brow tint finishes the treatment for fuller-
looking brows that stay in place, lasting around 4 weeks. 

Eyebrow Waxing   €        8  10 mins 

Eyebrow Threading  €        8  10 mins 

Eyebrow Microblading with Microshading  €       250 120 mins 
Microblading is a semi-permanent treatment for naturally fully looking eyebrows with microshading for an 
additional and softer 3D dimension.   A totally bespoke approach creating the best shape for each face.  Unlike 
tattooing, microblading is not in the deep layer of skin but more on the surface thereby delivering a semi-
permanent result that could last up to 18 months.   
 

Eyebrow Microblading Touch Up                                                               €     100                  60 mins  
This touch up is to be done within a maximum of 6 weeks from the initial treatment.   Once brows are 
completely healed a touch up would be the next step.  After the healing period you might notice uneven color 
and some patches.  This is normal and addressed during a touch up, where the brows’ sparse area and areas 
where pigment might have faded are filled in.  This touch up service can only be delivered to our microblading 
clients.                                             

Eyebrow Microblading Consultation                                                               Free                  15 mins                                                      
 

 


